THE REASONS YOU CAN RELY ON SYSTRA
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industry leadership

OUR EXPERTISE MAKES
US LEADERS
SYSTRA is an international consulting
and engineering group, and a global
leader in mass transit systems and
infrastructure. Our mobility solutions are
designed to meet the rapidly evolving
needs of cities, regions and countries.

A global leader in high speed rail and automated
metro lines, SYSTRA works in partnership with
its clients to develop systems and infrastructure
for every type of transport mode.

From high speed railways to metro
systems, light rail and more, our transport
infrastructure is built today to anticipate
the mobility needs of tomorrow,
providing ever greater connectivity, safety,
accessibility and sustainability.

9%

Our technical experts are proud to work
with our clients and help people all
around the globe travel with greater
freedom. We believe that confidence
moves the world.

Bridges and other
infrastructure
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High speed rail
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Consulting

SYSTRA is involved in

55

50%

of all automated metro lines
in development worldwide

light rail projects
around the world

of high speed lines
globally

10%

20%

Light rail, bus
rapid transit and
urban projects

Conventional rail

SYSTRA’s specialist expertise recognised by
Engineering News-Record (ENR)
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Metro systems

2016-2017 international design firms rankings
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Transportation
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Bridges
(Prior to the 2017 acquisition
of International Bridge Technologies)
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€406m

2016
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2012
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Mass transit & rail

Revenue growth

Order book
end of 2016

60%

€612m €925m
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OUR PRESENCE IS GLOBAL
SYSTRA operates all around the world. In 2016, our international
expansion continued apace. Our regional business units form a
global network of expertise linked together through our Technical
Directorate. Wherever in the world our clients are, we work closely
with them in a genuine spirit of partnership to provide the same
SYSTRA standards of excellence.
We are an international and multicultural company, united by
shared values and ethical practices that apply to everyone, everywhere.

international
We are among the top 50 largest*
global engineering firms.

12

%

Northern
Europe

40%
France

Breakdown of our revenue among
the 7 regions where we operate
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%

North America

6%
Africa and
Southern
Europe

17%
Middle East

16%
2%

Asia Pacific

Latin America
* Engineering News-Record (ENR), December 2016
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7

6,100

80

60%

3,000

100

regions reflecting our
international presence

employees all over
the world

countries where SYSTRA
has an operational
presence

of our business
is international

projects under
way on
six continents

cities of 1million+ inhabitants
where SYSTRA operates
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OUR SPECIALISM MAKES
US UNIQUE
For 60 years, SYSTRA’s strength has
been its participation in every type
of mobility scheme, across all modes
of transport and at each project phase.
Collaboration between our teams all
around the world enables us to share
knowledge, best practice, tools and
processes. We know how to address
the most complex technical challenges,
providing our clients with safe, robust
and innovative solutions, while always
making sure that we fully understand
their needs.

expertise
Our broad expertise enables us
to offer 360° solutions to our clients.
consulting and planning
and commissioning
• Transport
• Tofesting
for cities, regions and countries,
transport infrastructure with
including preliminary studies:
800 specialist consultants.

the primary goal of absolute
safety for passengers.

studies to technical solutions, with
genuine added value: expertise that
is unrivalled anywhere in the world.

re-opening of lines and verification
of safety systems.

engineering and systems
management, including
• Civil
• Asset
design, ranging from feasibility
line automation, speed upgrades,

of the most
• Supervision
ambitious and complex projects.

Behind every transport project
is a client.
Whether the client is a public
body, a network manager
or a large contractor, our
teams devote themselves to
understanding the client’s vision
and turning it into reality.
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15%

85%

of projects delivered
for private companies

of projects delivered
for transport authorities
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IMAGINING THE TRANSPORT
OF TOMORROW
Our technical expertise and capacity
for innovation allow us to develop
ideas that will drive the mobility
solutions of the future.
An example of this is SYSTRA’s
participation on the Hyperloop One
Technical Advisory Board since 2016.
Meanwhile, La Fabrique, SYSTRA’s
innovation incubator, enables us to
explore new mobility solutions every day.

innovation
SYSTRA innovates in all fields
of transport engineering.
Information Modelling (BIM)
Working with Hyperloop One,
• Building
for the innovative design, construction, • the company that is transforming
operation and maintenance of our
infrastructure solutions.

transportation to eliminate
the barriers of time and distance.

maintenance for more
viaducts that
• Predictive
• High-performance
robust infrastructure.
are both efficient and attractive.
stations that are connected
ticketing systems
• Smart
• Passenger
and interactive.
for practical and intuitive mobility.
an immersive scenario
vehicles to integrate
• IMMERSE,
• Autonomous
explorer for projects developed
future modes of transport.
in collaboration with our clients.

BIM design on Toulouse
Aerospace Express project
Award-winning digital design
for Toulouse Aerospace Express
in 2017.
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Hyperloop One’s DevLoop test track

United States

2016

500

100%

Public Transport
Innovation Award for our
Smart Station concept

employees took
part in Design Thinking
workshops in 2016

BIM
Our global
target for 2018
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people
and commitments
Throughout the world, our 6,100 employees
demonstrate their talent in overcoming
tomorrow’s transport challenges.
Proud to move the world.
Passionate whatever their role,
• Driven
•
from systems and civil engineers,
of our
geotechnicians and structural
• projectsbyandthethescaleappropriateness
technicians to sales managers
of SYSTRA’s solutions.

•

and legal experts.

Responsible and respectful
of our 12 CSR commitments.

OUR TALENT IS EVERYWHERE
One of SYSTRA’s key strengths is our
presence on six continents. As a global
company, our employees are naturally
drawn from a multitude of cultures,
nationalities and backgrounds. We offer
our staff international mobility and the
opportunity to work on ambitious
transport infrastructure projects all
over the world.
Over the past five years, during which
SYSTRA has experienced major growth,
we have made a particular effort to
integrate and train new employees.
Our goal is to create a global SYSTRA
standard for management, ethics, safety
and corporate social responsibility
(CSR), applicable worldwide.
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SYSTRA employees, India

>

80

nationalities

60%

7,000

of our employees are
outside France

employees
in 2018 (target)
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South Europe Atlantic high speed line

France

systra projects

High speed and conventional rail

Refurbishment of Rocky Mountaineer GoldLeaf cars

Canada

Network electrification

Denmark

HS2 high speed line

United Kingdom

Dakar Regional Express Train

Senegal
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Chacao suspension bridge

Chile

systra projects

Major infrastructure and tunnels

Chambal bridge

India

Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah causeway

Kuwait

Port Said tunnels

Egypt
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Grand Paris Express

France

systra projects

Metro, light rail and urban mobility

New York subway

United States
Dubai metro red line extension to Expo 2020

United Arab Emirates

Riyadh metro

Saudi Arabia

Mumbai metro

India
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Sydney metro automatisation

Australia

systra projects

Metro, light rail and urban mobility

Casablanca light rail transit

Morocco

Orléans cable car

France

Belo Horizonte bus rapid transit

Brazil
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SYSTRA North America

SYSTRA Headquarters
72 - 76 rue Henry Farman
75015 Paris
France
+33 (0)1 40 16 61 00
contact@systra.com
www.systra.com

SYSTRA Asia Pacific
SYSTRA MVA Asia Limited
22nd Floor, Genesis
33 -35 Wong Chuk Hang Road
Hong Kong
+852 2529 7037
info@mvaasia.com
www.mvaasia.com

SYSTRA Latin America

Canarail
1100 boul. René-Lévesque
Ouest - 10e étage
Montréal (Québec) H3B 4N4
Canada
+1 514 985 0930
inbox@canarail.com
www.canarail.com

SYSTRA Consulting
520 Eighth Avenue Suite 2100
New York, NY 10018
United States
+1 212 494 9111
marketingusa@systra.com
www.systraconsulting.com

SYSTRA Algeria
Lot 41 - Zone d’activité Said
Hamedine
16000 Algiers
Algeria

+55 (11) 3048-9300
brasil@systra.com
lam@systra.com
www.systra.com.br

SYSTRA Northern Europe

SYSTRA MVA India
Vatika Mindscapes, Tower - B
9th & 10th floor, 12/3
Mathura Road, NH - 2, Sector - 27/D
Faridabad - Haryana - 121013
India
(+91) 129 668 5600
www.systra.in

SYSTRA Ltd
3rd Floor
5 Old Bailey
London EC4M 7BA
UK
+44 (0)1483 728 051
info_uk@systra.com
www.systra.co.uk

SYSTRA Africa & Southern Europe
SYSTRA – SOTECNI
Via Salaria 1317/M
00138 Rome
Italy
+39 (0)6 88 69 41
info@systrasotecni.it
www.systrasotecni.it

Rua Olimpíadas
100, Vila Olímpia,
São Paulo, SP
Brazil

SYSTRA Morocco
61 rue Mesfioua Aviation
10180 Rabat
Morocco
+212 5376-39290

SYSTRA AB
Box 851
Aniaraplatsen 4, 4tr
191 28 Sollentuna
Sweden
+46 10 70 80 510
www.systra.se

SYSTRA Middle East
SYSTRA Dubai Branch
Al Masraf Tower - Office 805
Baniyas Road
P.O. Box 111081
Deira, Dubai
United Arab Emirates
mea@systra.com

